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Delrend Yeogilrymmin
Delrend Yeogilrymmin

Titles: The Black Wolf
Gender: Male
Races: Drow
Age: 128
Occupation: Monk/Soldier
Faction/Kingdom: Yeogilrymmin/Underdark
Alignment: Neutral Evil
Status: Alive
Relatives: Lithlossta (mother, deceased), Iclacr (daughter)
Height: 5'4“
Weight: 110 lbs
Eyes: Red (blind)
Hair: White

Delrend was raised in
the underdark, trained
to be a warrior. He was a
member of the clan
Yeogilrymmin, one of the
greatest clans of the
drow. He led a battalion
of drow in the uprising.
After the leader of the
army of drow ,that
numbered in the
millions, was defeated,
he and his followers
chose self exile. Delrend
found a new path, that
of a monk. He and his
followers blinded
themselves and trained
in harsh conditions. They
found a new home
among the moon elves
in Southern Ayenee.

Biography

Delrend was one of the most experienced members of the drow army brigade called the Kal'daka
Gandl. He was known as renor kal'daka or “black wolf”. When the drow rose to the surface after the
cataclysm, he led the Kal'daka Gandl against Ayenee Capital City. He was also in charge of protecting
the leader of the army, but the leader broke away from Delrend and his force.

The leader was defeated and his second command was captured. Delrend and his force escaped the
Capital City. Delrend and his soldiers chose self-exile instead of fleeing with the other drow back to
the underdark. Their home was dying anyway, soon there would be nothing to return to.

Exile

Delrend and his fellow soldiers branded themselves with the mark rusvanus meaning “banished”.
They began to search the surface of Ayenee for something to give them an edge in future battles.
They intended to continue the fight for the surface world, for their people and because they had
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sworn an oath.

Delrend and his group were taking in by a monk, who told them of an ancient book of techniques.
These could allow one to overcome their inner turmoil and become a force for change in the world. He
said that if Delrend wanted to change his people's fate, he should seek out the knowledge.

The Path of the Unseen

Delrend and the others set off to find this ancient knowledge. They found it in a forgotten temple in a
decaying land. Delrend saw that the ancient monks that had studied this knowledge were blind. In
keeping with that tradition, Delrend blinded himself, his soldiers followed his example. They trained in
the darkness, reading the scrolls with their fingertips, sensing the world in a different way.

The techniques allowed Delrend and his soldiers to become powerful monks. Delrend, however, came
to see the world differently. He saw that in order for his people to survive they would have to change,
adapt, to the new world.

New Home

Delrend aiding the leader of the moon elves, General Hulchanar and his people defending against the
Darkthorne army. After much debate, Hulchanar agreed that Delrend and his troops could stay in the
kingdom of Arowan. Delrend sent for his daughter Iclacr to come join him in Arowan.

Weapons,Relics, and Weakness

Abilities

Ki Attacks:

Iron Skin:

Iron Strength:

Senses:

External Links
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Quotes

Trivia

Played by Julian
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